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Abstract—In this paper, we formulate the problem of model
order reduction for LTI (MIMO) dynamical systems in terms of
the alignment distance. The significance of this formulation is that
it establishes a natural quantitative link between the “Kalman
canonical decomposition” and “model order reduction,” and fills
an existing gap in this regard. The alignment distance includes
a large class of state-space based distances on the manifold of
systems of fixed minimal order n and output-input dimension
(p, m); it is a natural distance associated with the quotient space
structure of this manifold. The intuition behind our formulation
is to consider systems of orders lower than n as points on the
boundary of the mentioned manifold in an appropriate ambient
space; and the goal is to find a system of order at most r (on the
boundary) “closest” to a given system of order n, where closeness
is measured in the alignment distance. In materializing this idea,
certain theoretical and computational challenges arise, which will
be addressed (e.g., while we have to extend the alignment distance
to the boundary, the entire of the boundary is not metrizable;
hence, we pass to a subset of the boundary, called diagonalizable
s-balanced systems, and establish its metrizability). Ultimately, a
computationally-friendly problem is formulated, for which, using
methods of optimization on manifolds, we introduce an efficient
algorithm called Align, Truncate, and Project (ATP). We also give
some a-priori error bounds in terms of the Hankel singular values
of the system. Interesting connections emerge with the popular
balanced truncation method, which is a method not based on any
optimality criterion. Our approach is applicable to both stable
and unstable systems, and we establish robustness of feedback
stability in the alignment distance.
Index Terms—Linear dynamical systems, model order reduction, balanced realization, Kalman decomposition, alignment
distance, metrizability, optimization on manifolds.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In minimal realization theory of linear dynamical systems,
the celebrated Kalman canonical decomposition [1] plays a
similar role as the singular value decomposition (SVD) plays
in the case of matrices, i.e., in the same way that the SVD of
an n × n matrix reveals its rank r, the Kalman decomposition
reveals the minimal order r of a linear dynamical system
of (state-space) order n. However, contrary to the SVD that
solves or is instrumental in solving the problem of best rank-r
(r < n) approximation of a rank-n matrix, there is no machinery that quantitatively relates the Kalman decomposition
to the problem of model order reduction, namely, finding the
best approximation of a minimal system of order n with one
of minimal order r < n. In the language of B. C. Moore [2],
there is a gap between “minimal realization theory” and the
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model order reduction problem.1 In this paper, we close this
gap and show how to quantify or metrize the Kalman canonical
decomposition.2 The main question of interest to us is: how
to make sense of “comparing” the Kalman decomposition of
a minimal system of order n and that of non-minimal systems
of order n and minimal order r < n, and thereby formulating
model order reduction as finding a Kalman decomposition of
minimal order r “closest” to a given one of minimal order n.
The core idea in our solution is the notion of “realization
alignment,” which is the main idea behind in the recently
introduced alignment distance, and refers to finding the “best”
state-space change of basis that brings given realizations of
two minimal systems “as close as possible” [3], [4]. Indeed,
the alignment distance is nothing but a way to compare the
Kalman canonical decompositions of two minimal systems.
Recall that a linear system of order n has an equivalence class
of realizations, all related by the so-called similarity action
or transformation, i.e., a state-space change of basis under
GL(n), the Lie group of non-singular n × n matrices. This
leads to the quotient space structure of the space of systems
of fixed order n (and input-output size (m, p), which is immaterial for our purposes). To find the alignment distance, one
first aligns given realizations of two systems and then compares them. We have established that by considering balanced
realizations of the systems, the alignment can be done by
only an orthogonal change of basis—something which brings
about significant computational advantages [3]. The alignment
distance, however, is defined on the manifold of minimal
systems of fixed order n. The (intuitive) geometric picture that
we base our approach on is that of the manifold of minimal
systems of order n sitting inside the space of all systems
of order n, as an open subset, with non-minimal systems as
boundary points. Thus, our main goal is to formulate a “model
order reduction” problem, by extending—in a useful way—the
notion of “realization alignment” and the “alignment distance”
to the boundary of the manifold of minimal systems—thereby
comparing the Kalman decompositions of minimal and nonminimal systems, in a meaningful way.3
1 The “gap,” indeed, is something that many students studying control theory
feel once they are taught the beautiful “Kalman decomposition;” as afterwards
they are left in vacuum, in the sense that nothing is done with it.
2 In topology, the term “metrization” has a very specific meaning having to
do with equipping a topological space with a metric or distance function
that matches the original topology of the space. Here, we use the term
“metrization” more in sense of “quantification” with an eye on the exact
topological meaning, which becomes relevant too.
3 As it turns out this geometric picture is not quite accurate, since not all
non-minimal systems can be included in this metric setting; instead, only a
subset of non-minimal systems that we call diagonalizable s-balanced systems
can be metrized, see Definitions 8 and 14.
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A. Prior Work: Diagonally (D-) Balanced Truncation
Attempts at closing the mentioned gap have been made
before, by Moore [2] and others, leading to the notion of “diagonally balanced (d-balanced) realizations”4 and the method
of “d-balanced truncation” for model order reduction. The
method simply involves retaining “the strong sub-realization”
in a d-balanced realization and throwing out the weak subrealization. The strong sub-realization is the one which is
associated with the largest r Hankel singular values of the
system. This method is perhaps the most popular model order
reduction method. This is in particular interesting, since while
all other model order reduction approaches are based on the
input-output description of linear systems, the “d-balanced
truncation” method is based on the state-space description.
Its popularity can be attributed to its simplicity, effectiveness,
and computational efficiency as well as certain neat theoretical
error guarantees (see [5], [6]). The d-balanced truncation
method, however, is not quite an answer to the question of how
to quantitatively relate the Kalman canonical decomposition
and “model order reduction;” firstly, because in it there is no
quantification of “distance to non-minimality” beyond the use
of Hankel singular values as a measure of minimality—in a
loose similarity with how matrix singular values can quantify a
distance to rank deficiency. Stated differently, the “d-balanced
truncated realization” is not optimal in any quantitative sense.
Secondly, in this approach the role of “state-space change
of basis” is ignored, as an attempt is made to identify a
minimal system with a d-balanced realization, whereas it is
well known that topologically this is not possible [7]—this
is manifested by the fact that a d-balanced realization has an
orthogonal ambiguity, when the Hankel singular values are
not distinct. In [2], Moore acknowledges “theoretical gaps”
in the justification for selecting the “strong sub-realization,”
as he leaves it as a conjecture that “internal dominance” of
the “strong sub-realization”—a property which is realization
or state-space basis specific—implies “external dominance”
—which is realization-independent. However, it is shown by
Kabamba [8] that “internal dominance” does not imply “external dominance,” i.e., the magnitudes of the Hankel singular
values alone do not determine the weight of a sub-realization
in the overall impulse response.
B. Scope of the Paper, Some History, and Contributions
This paper can be considered as a sequel to [3], and its
scope is primarily theoretical and devoted to (both stable
and unstable) Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) discrete-time
deterministic systems. Nevertheless, in principle, our results
and methodology should be extendable to other cases with
little effort (see e.g., [9] and [3]). The primary goal is to
rigorously establish how “minimal realization theory” can
lead to “model order reduction” using the alignment distance.
The alignment distance includes a large class of distances,
although so far the simplest one, namely, the Frobenius norm
based distance has been studied (see (6)). Thus, effectively,
we are introducing a large toolbox of model order reduction
4 Since

we will deal with a slightly more general form of balancing, which
contrary to d-balancing has a differential geometric meaning, we explicitly
distinguish between “balancing” and “d-balancing” (see Sections II-B).
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methods; however, the effectiveness of such a toolbox, in
practice, has to be examined extensively, and that is beyond the
scope of this paper. Although the related optimization is not
a convex problem, we believe that our proposed algorithm is
quite efficient and remains practical for systems of moderate
order (around 40 − 50). It is important to mention that this
work, in some sense, belongs to a line of research started in
the 1970s by Kalman and others in which the algebraic or
differential geometry of the state-space description of linear
dynamical systems was studied (see e.g., [7], [10]–[13] and
references cited in [3]). That line of research, however, did
not result in significant computational tools, and was more or
less abandoned by the end of 1980s. In that regard, we believe
that the current work is an important step forward.
The main idea of model order reduction using the alignment
distance was introduced in [14]. However, the current paper
contains major improvements, refinements, and extensions to
that work, including proofs, new results and new algorithms.
C. Summary and Outline
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, notation is established, and the basic theory of alignment
distance is reviewed. In Section III, we study the boundaries of manifolds of minimal realizations and systems, and
distinguish between the standard boundary and the elevated
boundary—a relaxed form of boundary that will be more
practical to work with. We also introduce the notions of
balanced Kalman decomposition, and s-balanced realizations
and state the Helmke-Moore lemma. This paves the way to
extend the alignment distance to non-minimal systems. In
Section IV, we give several possible formulations for “model
order reduction” based on the alignment distance. For computational reasons, our choice is Definition 15, which is based
on the elevated boundary, and some of its basic properties
are studied. In Section V, more general ways of metrization
of the Kalman decomposition are studied. Theorem 23 is
an important result which identifies a metrizable space that
includes both the minimal and non-minimal systems—this is
the space of diagonalizable s-balanced systems. In Section VI,
an efficient alternating minimization algorithm called Align,
Truncate, and Project (ATP) is derived to solve the model
order reduction problem. Optimization methods on manifolds
are used to this end, and yield significant improvements over
an earlier version in [14]. In Section VII, an a-priori bound
on the model order reduction error, similar to the well-known
results for d-balanced truncation, is given, and connection
with d-balanced truncation is studied. In Section VIII, as an
application, we show that internal stability under constant gain
feedback is a robust property in the alignment distance. In
Section IX, an example is given for reduction of an unstable
system; and Section X concludes the paper. Appendices A and
B contain certain proofs and derivations.
II. P RELIMINARIES ON THE MANIFOLDS OF SYSTEMS AND
THE A LIGNMENT D ISTANCE
The reader is referred to [3] for a detailed and rigorous
introduction to the alignment distance. We consider a deterministic discrete-time LTI dynamical (or state-space) system
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M of order n and input-output size (m, p) described by:
xt = Axt−1 + But
(1)
yt = Cxt ,
where R = (A, B, C) ∈ Lem,n,p = Rn×n × Rn×m × Rp×n is
called a realization of M . Here, ut is the m-dimensional input
assumed to be a deterministic stimulus. We denote the subset of (internally) asymptotically stable (a.s.) realizations by
Leam,n,p . Given a positive
partition
the matrices
 A11integer
 r < n, B

A12
11
conformaly as A = A21 A22 , B = B21 C = [ C11 C12 ],
where A11 is r × r. We call R11 = (A11 , B11 , C11 ) and
R22 = (A22 , B21 , C12 ) the top (or 11) and the bottom (or 22)
sub-realizations of R, respectively. For a (possibly unstable)
realization denote by Ok = [C > , (CA)> , . . . , (CAk−1 )> ]>
and Ck = [B, AB, . . . , Ak−1 B] the observability and controllability matrices of order k (n ≤ k ≤ ∞). Here > denotes
the transpose operation. The observability and controllability
Gramians of order k ≥ n are defined as Wo,k = Ok> Ok and
Wc,k = Ck Ck> , respectively. For k = ∞ a.s. of A is needed; in
this case depending on the situation we may use Wo and Wc
or Wo,k and Wc,k while letting k = ∞. For an a.s. realization
R the controllability and observability Gramians satisfy the
Lyapunov equations
Wc = BB > + AWc A> ,
(2a)
Wo = C > C + A> Wo A.
(2b)
The Hankel singular values of M which we denote by λ1 ≥
λ2 . . . ≥ λn are the square roots of the eigenvalues of Wo Wc
(they are invariant under a state-space change of coordinates).
Let Λ be a diagonal matrix with diagonal λ1 , . . . , λn . If the
realization R is d-balanced, then we can assume Wc = Wo =
Λ. Given a d-balanced realization R, we always assume that
the singular values are non-increasingly ordered, and call R11
and R22 the strong and weak sub-realizations, respectively [2].
A. Quotient Manifolds of Minimal Systems of Fixed Order
We distinguish between a realization R and M , the system
realized by R, which has an equivalence class of realizations,
all related by a change of coordinates under GL(n). Specifically, denote the state-space change of basis or the so-called
similarity action by ◦, where for any P ∈ GL(n)
P ◦ R = (P −1 AP, P −1 B, CP ).
(3)
Then R and P ◦ R are indistinguishable from an input-output
point of view. Thus, the space of systems is the quotient of the
space of realizations under the action ◦. We write Lm,n,p =
Lem,n,p /GL(n) and Lam,n,p=Leam,n,p /GL(n) for the a.s. case,
and assume that both are equipped with the natural quotient
topology. We call [R] = {P ◦ R|P ∈ GL(n)} (also denoted
as GL(n) ◦ R) the GL(n)-orbit of R, and identify it with M .
The space Lm,n,p is not a nice mathematical object (e.g.,
it is not even Hausdorff, see Section III-B). However, if we
restrict attention to the space (manifold) of minimal realizae min
e min,a
tions Σ
m,n,p or a.s. minimal realizations Σm,n,p , then their
e min
respective quotient spaces (namely Σmin
m,n,p , Σm,n,p /GL(n)
min,a
min,a
e
and Σm,n,p , Σm,n,p /GL(n)) are smooth manifolds of dimension n(m + p). Here, smoothness comes from the usual
notion of smoothness in the Euclidean space Lem,n,p . The
min
min,a
e min
e min,a
realization-space pairs (Σ
m,n,p , Σm,n,p ) and (Σm,n,p , Σm,n,p )
form an object called principal fiber bundle with structure
group GL(n).
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Defining a (group action induced) distance on the bote Σ)
tom or base space Σ of a generic principal bundle (Σ,
with structure group GL(n) is conceptually simple: Given a
GL(n)-invariant distance d˜Σ
e on the top space one defines
dΣ (M1 , M2 ) = inf P ∈GL(n) d˜Σ
e (P ◦ R1 , R2 ), where Ri (i =
1, 2) is any realization (or representation) of Mi . The distance
˜e (P ◦ R1 , P ◦ R2 ) =
d˜Σ
e (P ◦ R1 , R2 ) is GL(n)-invariant if dΣ
˜
e
dΣ
e (R1 , R2 ) for ∀P ∈ GL(n) and ∀R1 , R2 ∈ Σ. The simple
intuition here is to align the two realizations (bring them as
close as possible) by sliding one along the fiber it belongs
to. We call such a distance a noncompact alignment distance.
The main difficulty with the noncompact alignment distance is
that (due to noncompactness of GL(n)) constructing a GL(n)invariant distance d˜Σ
e is complicated (see [3], for details).
B. Bundle Reduction and the Alignment Distance
One might wonder if we could somehow replace GL(n)
with O(n), its (compact) subgroup of orthogonal matrices. The
answer is positive, and in a general setting it is called reduction
of the structure group, a notion which has a precise meaning
in differential geometry [3], [15]. In the context of control
applications certain forms of realization (Gramian) balancing
[16] and [17] can be linked to the reduction of structure group
[3]. Define the set of a.s. balanced minimal realizations as
g min,a,bl = {(A, B, C) ∈ Σ
e min,a |Wo = Wc  0},
OΣ
(4)
m,n,p

m,n,p

and the set of k-balanced minimal realizations (n ≤ k < ∞) as
g min,bl,k
e min
OΣ
m,n,p = {(A, B, C) ∈ Σm,n,p |Wo,k = Wc,k  0}, (5)

where X  0 means that X is a positive definite matrix. In
comparison with the sets of d-balanced realizations, in these
sets, diagonality of the Gramians is not enforced. If R belongs
g min,a,bl
to OΣ
m,n,p so does Q ◦ R for every Q ∈ O(n). Conversely
min,a,bl
g m,n,p
if R and P ◦ R belong to OΣ
for some P ∈ GL(n),
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
then P ∈ O(n) [3]. The same holds for OΣ
. One can
min,a,bl
min,bl,k
g
g
show that OΣm,n,p and OΣm,n,p are smooth submanifolds
e min
e min,a
(called reduced subbundles) of Σ
m,n,p and Σm,n,p , respecg min,a,bl
tively [3]. The key point is that Σmin,a
m,n,p = OΣm,n,p /O(n)
g min,bl,k
and Σmin
m,n,p = OΣm,n,p /O(n), where equality is in the
sense of diffeomorphism (see [3] for more details). Other
forms of balancing and reduction of the structure group are
possible [3]. We may use “reduction” and “standardization,”
interchangeably, and call a realization in a reduced subbundle
a standardized realization. In the rest of the paper, we may
g m,n,p , Σm,n,p) to denote either (OΣ
g min,a,bl , Σmin,a )
write (OΣ
m,n,p
m,n,p
min,bl,k
g
g m,n,p
OΣ
we
mean
the
closure
of
or (OΣ
, Σmin
).
By
m,n,p
m,n,p
min,a,bl
min,bl,k
a
g
e
g
e
OΣm,n,p in Lm,n,p or the closure of OΣm,n,p in Lm,n,p .
Also in certain cases (e.g., in Section VI) we let k = ∞ in
g min,bl,k , in which case OΣ
g min,bl,∞ ≡ OΣ
g min,a,bl .
OΣ
m,n,p
m,n,p
m,n,p
The alignment distance can be defined in a very general setting [3]. Here, we limit ourselves to some specific choices. The
starting point is an O(n)-invariant distance on the realization
space. Our choice is the Frobenius norm based distance:
d˜2 (R1 , R2 ) = kA1 −A2 k2 +kB1 −B2 k2 +kC1 −C2 k2 , (6)
F

F

F

F

where Ri = (Ai , Bi , Ci ), i = 1, 2. Then we define:
Definition 1 (Alignment Distance): Let M1 and M2 be two
systems in Σm,n,p . The alignment distance subordinate to
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g m,n,p is defined as
(standardization) OΣ
dF (M1 , M2 ) = min d˜F (Q ◦ R1 , R2 ),
Q∈O(n)

(7)

g m,n,p . The
where Ri (i = 1, 2) is any realization of Mi in OΣ
above minimization problem is called the realization alignment
g m,n,p .
problem subordinate to OΣ
Thus the realization alignment problem is simply defined as
aligning two standardized realizations by an orthogonal statespace change of basis so as to minimize the above distance.
The alignment distance is a bona fide distance, i.e., it is
symmetric, positive definite and obeys the triangle inequality
[3]. Computing the alignment distance amounts to a (nonconvex) optimization on the manifold O(n), for which efficient
algorithms can be devised (see [18]).
C. Positive Definite (p.d-) Balancing
By a (k-)balancing matrix (transformation or change of
e min , we mean P ∈ GL(n) such that P ◦R ∈
basis) for R ∈ Σ
m,n,p
min,bl,k
g
OΣm,n,p . This means that P > Wo,k P = P −1 Wc,k P −> . If
P is a balancing matrix for R so is P Q for any Q ∈ O(n).
However, as it can be shown, the symmetric positive definite
(p.d.) matrix S = P P > which solves the balancing equation:
SWo,k S = Wc,k
(8)
√
is unique; thus the p.d-balancing matrix, P = S, which
is the (unique) square root of S, is unique [19, Ch. 8], [3].
−1
Interestingly, S is the Riemannian average of Wo,k
and Wc,k
on S(n) the manifold of n×n symmetric p.d. matrices (see [3]
for details). Finding S is as simple as finding any other balancing transformation P , i,e., we just set S = P P > , although
1/2
−1/2
−1/2
1/2
−1
we also have: S = Wc,k (Wc,k Wo,k
Wc,k )1/2 Wc,k . P.dbalancing is useful in establishing certain important results
about balanced realizations (e.g., in Sections III and VI-A).
g min,bl,k
If R ∈ OΣ
m,n,p , then we have S = In . As mentioned earlier,
this property is closely related to the notion of “reduction
of the structure group” in a principal fiber bundle. Indeed,
−1
e min
the smooth map ν : Σ
m,n,p → S(n), where ν(R) = S
and S solves (8), is called a bundle reduction map, and
−1
e min
g min,bl,k
OΣ
m,n,p = ν (In ) is a reduced subbundle of Σm,n,p [3].
III. T HE BALANCED K ALMAN D ECOMPOSITION AND THE
B OUNDARIES OF M ANIFOLDS OF M INIMAL
R EALIZATIONS
In this section, we first describe the boundaries of the
manifolds of balanced minimal realizations. We distinguish
between “boundary” and “elevated boundary,” the latter being
a relaxed form of boundary, leading to a computationally
simpler model order reduction formulation. In Subsection
III-B, we introduce s-balanced realizations, a generalization
of balanced realizations. We also state the Helmke-Moore
Lemma, which helps us to understand why the quotient system
spaces Lm,n,p and Lam,n,p are non-Hausdorff, and how to deal
with it. Most of our results are expressed in terms of balanced
Kalman standard (or canonical) realizations defined as:
Definition 2 (Balanced Kalman Standard Realization): We
e
call a realization
h R̄ ∈ Lim,n,p of the form
Ā11 0
Ā = 0 Ā
, B̄ = B̄011 , C̄ = [ C̄11 0 ] ,
(9)
22
min,bl,k
e m,r,p a k-balanced Kalman
with R̄11 = (Ā11 , B̄11 , C̄11 ) ∈ Σ
standard (or canonical) realization of minimal order 0 ≤ r ≤
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e min,a and Ā11 is a.s., then we call R an a.s.
n. If R̄11 ∈ Σ
m,r,p
balanced Kalman standard realization of minimal order r. If
R̄ is of the form (9) but R̄11 is not minimal, then we call
R̄ a balanced Kalman standard realization of minimal order
not larger than r. In general, if R ∈ Lem,n,p has a Kalman
canonical decomposition in which the standard realization is
balanced, then we call the decomposition a balanced Kalman
canonical decomposition of R.
A. Boundaries of Manifolds of Balanced Minimal Realizations
min,a,bl
g m,n,p
First, we study the boundaries of OΣ
(in Leam,n,p ) and
min,bl,k
g m,n,p (in Lem,n,p ). We start by recalling that in a metric
OΣ
space M, a point x ∈
/ S is a boundary point of S ⊂ M if
and only if (iff) it is the limit of a sequence of points in S.
Proposition 3: A realization R ∈ Leam,n,p of minimal order
g min,a,bl iff R = Q ◦
r < n belongs to the boundary of OΣ
m,n,p
R̄, where Q ∈ O(n) and R̄ = (Ā, B̄, C̄) is an a.s. Kalman
standard realization with Ā22 being the A-matrix of a balanced
e min,a
realization in Σ
m,n−r,p (independent of R̄11 ).
g min,a,bl
Proof: Since R is on the boundary of OΣ
m,n,p and of
minimal order r, the Gramians of R are equal of rank r.
Thus with an orthogonal matrix Q̄ ∈ O(n) the Gramians,
Wc and Wo , canbe converted
to diagonal form Q̄> Wc Q̄ =

Λ1 0
>
Q̄ Wo Q̄ = Λ = 0 Λ2 , where the diagonal r × r matrix Λ1
is positive definite (with diagonal elements in non-increasing
order) and the diagonal (n − r) × (n − r) matrix Λ2 is zero.
Accordingly, the realization R̄ = Q̄ ◦ R is d-balanced and we
have R = Q ◦ R̄ with Q = Q̄> . So it suffices to prove a
d-balanced version of the claim and characterize the boundary
points which are d-balanced, namely where R̄11 is d-balanced
and Ā22 is the A matrix of a d-balanced realization. Next, we
try construct the (d-balanced) boundary points as limits of (dbalanced) minimal realizations. To this end, first we consider
the continuous-time case in which parameterization of a dbalanced realization Rc = (Ac , B c , C c ) is straightforward [8],
[20] and translate the result to the discrete-time case via the
well-known Mobious transformation [20]–[22]:

ϕ(Ac , B c , C c ) =((In − Ac )−1 (In + Ac ),
(10)
√
√
2(In − Ac )−1 B c , 2C c (In − Ac )−1 ),

which is a homeomorphism between the manifolds of
continuous-time and discrete-time a.s. minimal realizations of
order n and size (p, m) with the inverse

ϕ−1 (A, B, C) =((In + A)−1 (A − In ),
(11)
√
√
2(In + A)−1 B, 2C(In + A)−1 ),
Crucially, Rc and ϕ(Rc ) have the same respective Gramians
[20], [21]. Thus ϕ and ϕ−1 remain continuous and bounded up
to the (bounded) boundary points (non-minimal realizations).
In continuous-time, the free parameters for d-balanced realizations are: the Hankel singular values λi > 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
matrices Ḃ ∈ Rn×m and Ċ ∈ Rp×n , with the restriction that
kḂi k = 1 and kĊi k = 1 and if λi = λj then Ḃi Ḃj> = Ċi> Ċj
(Ḃi and Ċi being the ith row and column of Ḃ and Ċ,
respectively), and the balanced gains γi ≥ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Define Γ = diag(γ1 , . . . , γn ). Then we have:
B c = ΓḂ, C c = ĊΓ

(12a)
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 2
− γi
i = j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
2λ
c
c
(12b)
[A ]ij = aij = γi γj (iḂi Ḃj> λj −Ċi> Ċj λi )

i=
6 j, λi 6= λj ,
λ2 −λ2
i

acij

j

acji

γi γj Ḃi Ḃj>
.
λi

where if λi = λj then
+
=
This latter
condition means
ifiλi = λj , then the skew-symmetric part
h ācthat
āc
of the matrix ācii ācij is left arbitrary. In (12b), By sending
ji
jj
the last n−r singular values λr+1 , . . . , λn to zero and keeping
the other free variables constant, Ac will become unbounded,
which is not of interest to us (see below). To get bounded Ac ,
γi2 has to be sent to zero with (at least) the same rate as λi .
Let λi = ε2 λ̈i and γi = εγ̇i for r < i ≤ n (λ̈i > 0, γ̇i ≥ 0).
Denote the limit realization as ε → 0 by R̄c = (Āc , B̄ c , C̄ c ).
Observe that the lasth n −ir rows and columns of B̄ c and C̄ c
c
c
0 ]. For the index pair
are zero, i.e., B̄ c = B̄011 , C̄ c = [ C̄11
(i, j) with i > r and j ≤ r and the index pair (i, j) with j > r
and i < j we have ācij = 0. This means that blocks Āc12 and
Āc21 are zero. The elements of the block Āc11 are determined
based only on the free parameters with index i, j ≤ r, hence
c
c
the sub-realization (Āc11 , B̄11
, C̄11
) is d-balanced and minimal
(order r). Next note that for r + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n

2
 − γ̇i
i=j
2
λ̇
i
(13)
ācij =
γ̇i γ̇j (Ḃi Ḃj> λ̈j −Ċi> Ċj λ̈i )

i 6= j, λ̈i 6= λ̇j ,
λ̈2 −λ̈2
i

j

ācij

ācji

γ̇i γ̈j Ḃi Ḃj>

Āc22

. Thus
and if λ̈i = λ̈j , then
+
=
λ̈i
is determined as if it were the A-matrix of a d-balanced
minimal realization of order n − r determined by Ḃ21 , Ċ12
c
and λ̈i , γ̇i (r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n). (This realization is indeed R̄˙ 22
=
c
(Ā22 , Γ̇2 Ḃ21 , Ċ12 Γ̇2 ), where Γ̇2 = diag(γ̇r+1 , . . . , γ̇n ).) Thus
as Rc approaches a boundary point R̄c , ϕ(Rc ) also approaches
a boundary point R̄ which is also d-balanced. (Since ϕ maps
an unbounded Ac to an unstable discrete-time A, we only
need to consider bounded boundary points R̄c .) Since Āc is
block-diagonal, we note that the top realization of R̄, R̄11 ,
is d-balanced, Ā21 = 0, Ā12 = 0, B̄21 = 0, and C̄12 = 0.
Moreover, we have Ā22 = (In−r −Āc22 )−1 (In−r +Āc22 ), which
means that Ā22 is the A-matrix of a discrete-time d-balanced
c
realization of order n − r (that realization being ϕ(R̄˙ 22
)). This
completes the proof of the d-balanced version of the result; as
explained, the balanced version follows immediately.
Proposition 4: Any realization R ∈ Lem,n,p of minimal
g min,bl,k (n ≤ k < ∞)
order r < n on the boundary of OΣ
m,n,p
can be written as Q ◦ R̄, where R̄ ∈ Lem,n,p is a k-balanced
Kalman standard realization of minimal order r.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 3 we see that
R = Q ◦ R̄, where it suffices to consider a d-balanced realizamin,bl,k
g m,n,p
tion R̄ of minimal order r (on the boundary of OΣ
). In
this case, we have
Pk−1
Wc,k = Λ = i=0 Āi B̄ B̄ > Āi> ,
(14a)
Pk−1 i> >
i
Wo,k = Λ = i=0 Ā C̄ C̄ Ā ,
(14b)


where Λ = Λ01 00 and the r×r diagonal matrix Λ1 is positive
definite. For every i, in the ith term inside both the summations
the (2, 2)th block must be zero. Thus we have B̄21 = 0
and C̄12 = 0. Now, considering the term for i = 1 in the
summation in (14a), we must have Āh21 B̄11 = 0. Thisiimplies
>
>
that for i = 1 the summand term is Ā11 B̄110B̄11 Ā11 00 . More

5

i−1
generally, for i (1 ≤ i ≤
have Āi21 Ā11
B̄11 = 0 and
h ki −1) we
>
> i
Ā
B̄
B̄
(
Ā
)
0
11 11 11
11
the summand term is
for
1
≤ i ≤ k−1
0
0

(k ≥ n). Thus Ā21 [B̄11 |Ā11 B̄11 | . . . |Āk−2
11 B̄11 ] = 0 and the
k−1th order controllability Gramian of the top sub-realization
R̄11 is Λ1 , hence it is full-rank (note that k −1 ≥ r). It follows
that in the above equation Ā21 = 0. Similarly, from (14b) we
get Ā12 = 0. This completes the proof.
Contrary to Proposition 3, this proposition is silent on the
explicit form of the Ā22 -matrix of R̄. However, we conjecture
that a similar result as in the a.s. case also should hold.
Next, we extend the definition of balanced realizations to
non-minimal realizations and define the elevated boundary of
the manifold of balanced minimal realizations:
g min,bl,k
Definition 5 (Balanced Realizations): We call OΣ
m,n,p

g min,a,bl defined as
and OΣ
m,n,p

and

min,bl,k
g m,n,p
OΣ
, {R ∈ Lem,n,p | Wo,k = Wc,k  0},

(15)

g min,a,bl
ea
OΣ
(16)
m,n,p , {R ∈ Lm,n,p | Wo = Wc  0},
respectively, the sets of k-balanced realizations and balanced
a.s. realizations of order n and size (p, m). Alternatively,
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
as the elevated boundary
we call boundary of OΣ

g min,bl,k
g min,bl,k itself as the elevated closure
of OΣ
m,n,p (and OΣm,n,p
g min,bl,k ). A similar terminology applies to the case of
of OΣ
m,n,p
g min,a,bl and OΣ
g min,a,bl .
OΣ
m,n,p
m,n,p
Non-minimal balanced realizations form the boundaries of
g min,a,bl
g min,bl,k
OΣ
m,n,p and OΣm,n,p . We leave the proof of the next
proposition as an exercise:
Proposition 6: A realization R ∈ Lem,n,p of minimal order
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
g min,a,bl
r < n belongs to the boundary of OΣ
(resp. OΣ
m,n,p )
iff it can be written as R = Q ◦ R̄, where R is as in (9) with
min,a,bl
g m,r,p
g min,bl,k
(resp. R̄11 ∈ OΣ
) and Ā22 arbitrary
R̄11 ∈ OΣ
m,r,p
(resp. a.s. but otherwise arbitrary).
min,bl,k
g min,bl,k
g m,n,p
In comparing OΣ
(the closure of
with OΣ
m,n,p
min,bl,k
g
OΣm,n,p ), we see that both have the same interiors (namely
g min,bl,k ), but different boundaries. However, the two boundOΣ
m,n,p
aries can be related:
Proposition 7: Any balanced realization R of minimal r on
min,a,bl
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
g m,n,p
the elevated boundary of OΣ
(resp. OΣ
 Ir 0  ) is of the
form R = P Q◦ R̄, where Q ∈ O(n), P = 0 P22 ∈ GL(n),
and R̄ is a balanced Kalman standard realization of minimal
min,a,bl
g m,n,p
g min,bl,k
order r on the boundary of OΣ
(resp. OΣ
m,n,p ).
min,a,bl

g m,n,p and OΣ
g m,n,p the proof follows
Proof: For OΣ
from Propositions 3 and 6: Since the Ā22 -matrix of R̄ has the
e min,a ,
form as if coming from a balanced realization in Σ
m,n−r,p
−1
then as Ā22 and P22 ∈ GL(n−r) vary, P22 Ā22 P22 generates
g min,bl,k
all a.s. n − r × n − r matrices. The proof for OΣ
m,n,p
min,bl,k

min,a,bl

g m,n,p is indirect and relies on Propositions 9 and 10
and OΣ
which relate to s-balanced realization defined in the next subsection: By Proposition 9, R is s-balanced, and by Proposition
10, it belongs to the GL(n)-orbit of a balanced realizations
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
of minimal order r on the boundary of OΣ
, which can
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be assumed to be a d-balanced

 Kalman standard realization R̄
with W̄o,k = W̄c,k = Λ01 00 with Λ1  0. If P̄ ◦ R̄ (P̄ ∈
>
−1
−>
GL(n)) is to be balanced,
h then P̄i W̄o,k P̄ = P̄ W̄c,k P̄ ,
P̄11 0
which implies that P̄ = 0 P̄
with P̄11 ∈ O(n).
22

min,bl,k
g m,n,p
Thus, in calling OΣ
the “elevated closure” of
min,bl,k
g
OΣm,n,p , “elevated” means that P Q belongs to a larger
subset of GL(n) than O(n) (cf. Propositions 3 and 4).
B. S-Balanced Realizations and the Helmke-Moore Lemma
We start by defining s-balanced realizations:
Definition 8: (S-balanced Realizations) We call a realization R ∈ Lem,n,p a subspace-balanced (s-balanced) realization
of order n and minimal order r if its Kalman canonical realization (structure) is comprised of only a minimal realization of
order r ≤ n and an uncontrollable-and-unobservable realization ofhorder n −
i r, i.e., it can
 C̄ be written as R = P ◦ R̄, where
Ā11 0
R̄ = ( 0 Ā
, [ B̄11 0 ] , 011 ) and R̄11 = (Ā11 , B̄11 , C̄11 )
22
is minimal of order r. For such an R, we call the system
realized by R a balanced system of order n and minimal order
r. We denote the set of all (resp. a.s.) s-balanced realizations
e min
e min,a
by Σ
m,n,p (resp. Σm,n,p ). The respective system spaces will
min,a
e min
be denoted by Σmin
m,n,p , Σm,n,p /GL(n) and Σm,n,p ,

e min,a
Σ
m,n,p /GL(n). We denote either of these realization-system
e m,m,p , Σm,n,p ).
pairs by (Σ
It can be shown that R being s-balanced is equivalent
to requiring its controllability and observability Gramians of
some order k (n ≤ k ≤ ∞), Wc,k and Wo,k , be of rank
r ≤ n and N (Wo,k ) ∩ R(Wc,k ) = {0}, where R(X) and
N (X), respectively, denote the range and null spaces of matrix
X. This is where the name “subspace-balanced” is taken
from. Any balanced or k-balanced realization—minimal or
non-minimal—is s-balanced, but controllable or observable
realizations may not be. It is easy to verify that:
Proposition 9: A realization R ∈ Lem,n,p belongs to the
GL(n)-orbit of a balanced realization iff it is s-balanced.
The next proposition relates the boundary of the manifolds
of balanced minimal realizations to s-balanced realizations.
Proposition 10: Every s-balanced realization R̄ ∈ Lem,n,p
(resp. R̄ ∈ Leam,n,p ) of minimal order r < n can be written as
R̄ = P ◦ R̄bl,k (resp. R̄ = P ◦ R̄bl ) for some P ∈ GL(n)
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
and R̄bl,k (resp. R̄bl ) at the boundary of OΣ
(resp.
min,a,bl
g m,n,p ) and of minimal order r (n ≤ k < ∞).
OΣ
Proof: We only prove the case R̄ ∈ Lem,n,p , as
the other case is similar. It suffices to prove the claim
for
h when iR̄ is a Kalman standard realization, i.e., R̄ =
( Ā011 Ā0 , B̄011 , [ C̄11 0 )]), where R̄11 = (Ā11 , B̄11 , C̄11 )
22
is minimal of order r. Next, consider a sequence {Rε }ε
e min
(εh > 0) with
i h limε→0
i Rε = R̄ in Σm,n,p defined as Rε =
B̄11
( Ā011 Ā0 , εB
, [ C̄11 εC12 )]), where (Ā22 , B21 , C12 ) is
21
22
minimal. It is known that Rε is minimal, iff Ā11 and Ā22
have no common eigenvalues [23]. For now, we assume that
Ā11 and Ā22 have no common eigenvalue. The observability
h
i
o(1) o(ε)
(ε)
Gramian of Rε can be written as Wo,k = o(ε) o(ε2 ) ,
where o(ε) is a matrix function of appropriate size and
(ε)
limε→0 k o(ε)
ε kF = η < ∞. Also Wc,k has the same form.

6

√
Consider the unique p.d-balancing Rεbl,k = Sε ◦Rε , where Sε
(ε)
(ε)
solves the balancing equation Sε Wo,k Sε = Wc,k (see Section
II-C). Sε depends on smoothly ε > 0. From the balancing
equation, we see that the determinant of Sε must be of order
o(1). Since
Sε isi symmetric this can only happen if Sε is of the
h
(ε)
(ε)
o(ε)
. Since Sε−1 solves Wo,k = Sε−1 Wc,k Sε−1 , it
form o(1)
o(ε) o(1)
p
√
also has the same form. Hence, Pε = Sε and Pε−1 = Sε−1
remain bounded, which means that (possibly after passing to
a subsequence) limε→0 Pε = P̄ for some P̄ ∈ GL(n). Hence,
the limit realization R̄bl,k = P̄ ◦ R̄ is of minimal order r at the
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
boundary of OΣ
, which proves the claim. If Ā11 and
Ā22 have common eigenvalues, we replace Ā22 with Ā22 +εIn ,
and the rest of the proof will essentially remain the same.
e min
This result justifies the ¯ in Σ
m,n,p , i.e., its every element is
min,bl,k
g
related to an element in OΣm,n,p by a state-space change of
basis. By extending the idea in this proof, next result shows
that the Ā22 in Propositions 3 and 4 cannot be arbitrary:
g min,bl,k
g min,a,bl
Proposition 11: For any R in OΣ
m,n,p (resp. OΣm,n,p ),
g min,bl,k
g min,a,bl
P ◦ R belongs to OΣ
m,n,p (resp. OΣm,n,p ) iff P ∈ O(n).
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
, and the
Proof: We give the proof only for OΣ
min,a
g m,n,p is essentially the same. For R ∈ OΣ
g min,bl,k
proof for OΣ
m,n,p
the result follows from the bundle reduction theorem. For
g min,bl,k . We continue the proof
R on the boundary of OΣ
m,n,p
bl,(ε)
of Proposition 10. Denote the Gramians of Rεbl,k by Wo,k
bl,(ε)
bl,(ε)
bl,(ε)
and Wc,k . We
h have Wio,k = Wc,k and both are again
o(1) o(ε)
. Let us consider Pε for which
o(ε) o(ε2 )
bl,(ε) −>
bl,(ε)
−1
>
Pε Wo,k Pε = Pε Wc,k Pε ; with Pε Pε> = Sε we get
bl,(ε)
bl,(ε)
the balancing equation Sε Wo,k Sε = Wc,k . The key point

of the form

is that for ∀ε > 0, Sε = In and since Sε depends smoothly
on ε, in the limit also we have Sε=0 = In , which means
P0 ∈ O(n).
An important consequence (used to prove Theorem 24) is:
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
g min,a,bl
/O(n) (resp. OΣ
Proposition 12: OΣ
m,n,p /O(n))
min,a
(resp.
Σ
)
are
equal
as
sets.
and Σmin
m,n,p
m,n,p
Proof: A system M ∈ Σmin
m,n,p has a realization in
min,bl,k
min,bl,k
min
g
g
, thus Σ
/O(n). If there is a
OΣ
⊂ OΣ
m,n,p

m,n,p

m,n,p

g min,bl,k
realization R ∈ OΣ
and P ∈ GL(n) for which
m,n,p
min,bl,k
g m,n,p , but P ◦ R is not in the O(n)-orbit of
P ◦ R ∈ OΣ
R, then the inclusion could be strict. But that cannot happen
by Proposition 11. The case of a.s. systems is similar.
Now, we state the Helmke-Moore Lemma:
Lemma 13 (Helmke-Moore): (i) The GL(n)-orbit of R ∈
Lem,n,p (resp. R ∈ Leam,n,p ), under the similarity action
(3), is a closed subset of Lem,n,p (resp. Leam,n,p ) iff it is
a s-balanced realization with a Kalman canonical structure
in which  A22 is complex diagonalizable; (ii) Let R =
( A011 A022 , B011 , [ C11 0 )]) be a s-balanced realization of
minimal order r with A22 not (complex) diagonalizable, then
there exists
realization of minimal order
h another
i s-balanced

r, R̄ = ( Ā011 Ā0 , B̄011 , [ C̄11 0 )]), where Ā22 is complex
22
diagonalizable, P11 ◦ (A11 , B11 , C11 ) = (Ā11 , B̄11 , C̄11 ) for
some P11 ∈ GL(r), A22 and Ā22 have the same eigenvalues
(but are not similar), and the GL(n)-orbit of R̄ belongs to the
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◦

boundary of the GL(n)-orbit of R; moreover, the boundary
of the GL(n)-orbit of R is comprised of the GL(n)-orbits of
such realizations R̄.
Proof: See [19, p. 212-5]. The proof therein, due to the
intended application, is for R being complex-valued, however,
the same proof applies to the real case, as well.
For later reference it is useful to define:
Definition 14: (Diagonalizable s-balanced realizations) We
call a realization R ∈ Lem,n,p as in Lemma 13 a diagonalizable s-balanced realization, and the corresponding system
a diagonalizable s-balanced system. We denote the space of
diagonalizable
s-balanced realizations and its a.s. subspace by
◦
◦
min
min,a
e
e
Σ
and Σ
, respectively. The corresponding system
m,n,p

m,n,p

◦

◦

spaces are, respectively, denoted as
◦

◦

and

min,a
Σm,n,p

=

min,a
e m,n,p
Σ
/GL(n).

min
Σm,n,p

,

min
e m,n,p
Σ
/GL(n)

The diagonalizable subsets of
◦

◦

e m,n,p , and OΣ
g m,n,p are denoted by Σ
e m,n,p , Σm,n,p ,
Σm,n,p , Σ
◦

g
and OΣ
m,n,p , respectively.
Using the Helmke-Moore Lemma, in Theorem
23, we◦ show
◦
min
min,a
that diagonalizable s-balanced systems Σm,n,p and Σm,n,p
a
form metrizable subspaces of Lm,n,p and Lm,n,p . The closedness of the orbits in these (GL(n)-quotient) spaces is the key
to their metrizability. In general, although distinct GL(n)orbits do not intersect, the closure of an orbit may intersect another orbit. If two distinct GL(n)-orbits are already closed—as
subsets of Lem,n,p or Leam,n,p , then obviously one cannot
intersect the closure of the other one. This is the case e.g.,
for the orbits of minimal realizations and diagonalizable sbalanced realizations. In contrast, in part (ii) of the Lemma, the
respective non-diagonalizable s-balanced system [R] and the
diagonalizable system [R̄] are not separable by distinct open
neighborhoods, which means that Σmin
m,n,p is not Hausdorff.
This is explains the source of non-Hausdorffness and nonmetrizability of Lem,n,p /GL(n).
IV. M ODEL O RDER R EDUCTION IN THE A LIGNMENT
D ISTANCE : P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We can formulate model order reduction based on the
alignment distance in, at least, two ways, depending on
whether we use the boundary or the elevated boundary of the
manifold of minimal balanced realizations. The first approach
is more mathematically elegant and natural, whereas the
second approach, which is natural in its own way, results in
a computationally simpler optimization, but is expressible in
terms of what we call the “one-sided alignment distance.”
Both approaches enjoy more or less the same properties
(e.g., both will give the same feedback robustness result,
see Theorem 30). Ultimately, for practical considerations,
Definition 15—the second approach—is our choice for later
developments and what we call model order reduction in the
alignment distance.
◦

A. Exact Extension of the Alignment Distance to Σm,n,p
Ideally, because of Proposition 10, one wants to extend of
the alignment distance (7) to the space of s-balanced systems
Σm,n,p . However, Σm,n,p itself is non-Hausdorff and nonmetrizable; but the set of diagonalizable s-balanced systems,

Σm,n,p (recall Definition 14), is metrizable and Hausdorff (see
◦

Theorem 23). Take any M1 , M2 ∈ Σm,n,p with realizations
◦

◦

g m,n,p . Here, OΣ
g m,n,p is the closure of OΣ
g m,n,p
R1 , R2 ∈ OΣ
with only diagonalizable realizations on its boundary. Now
define the (exact) extension of the alignment distance, which
we denote by d¯F , as: d¯F (M1 , M2 ) = minQ d˜F (Q ◦ R1 , R2 ).
We also
call d¯F the extended alignment distance subordinate
◦
g
. It follows (e.g., from Theorem 3 in [3]) that d¯F
to OΣ
m,n,p

◦

g
is a distance on OΣ
m,n,p /O(n) which matches its natural
quotient topology; recall ◦from Proposition 12 that this quotient
(as a set) is nothing but Σm,n,p . In Theorem 24, we show that
◦

this topology matches the natural topology of Σm,n,p (as a
GL(n)-quotient). Next, we define model order reduction in
the extended alignment distance as: inf M̄ d¯F (M, M̄◦), where
M̄ is a diagonalizable system of minimal r < n in Σm,n,p .
B. Model Order Reduction in the Alignment Distance
g m,n,p /O(n) and
Consider the quotient (system) spaces OΣ
Σm,n,p . They match in their interiors Σm,n,p . However, on
g m,n,p /O(n) includes distinct “systems,” as
its boundary, OΣ
O(n)-orbits, which belong to the same GL(n)-orbit; the
reason is essentially the elevated boundary (see Propositions
7 and 12). Having this in mind, we can define the alignment
g m,n,p /O(n)) subordinate to OΣ
g m,n,p in an
distance on (OΣ
obvious way: dF (M1 , M2 ) = minQ d˜F (Q ◦ R1 , R2 ), where
g m,n,p is a realization of Mi ∈ OΣ
g m,n,p /O(n)
Ri ∈ OΣ
(i = 1, 2). Although, outside of Σm,n,p , dF is not a distance
between GL(n)-orbits, we will show that model order reduction based on it can be related to a distance-like measure
on
◦
the space of systems as GL(n)-orbits (specifically Σm,n,p ):
Definition 15 (Model Reduction in the Alignment Distance):
g m,n,p be a balanced
Consider M ∈ Σm,n,p and let R ∈ OΣ
th
realization of M . Then the r -order model order reduction
in the alignment distance (subordinate to the elevated closure
g m,n,p ) is defined as
OΣ
inf dF (M, M̄ ) = infQ∈O(n),R̄ d˜F (Q ◦ R, R̄),

(17)

M̄

where R̄ is a balanced Kalman standard realization of minimal
g m,n,p (see Definitions
order r at the elevated boundary of OΣ
2 and 5) and M̄ the system realized by R̄. We call such a R̄
a feasible realization.
This definition is independent of the choice of any specific
g m,n,p of M . If R̄ is a solution to (17), then,
realization R ∈ OΣ
as a notational convention and for convenience, we will write
the achieved quantity in (17) as dF (M, M̄ ), where now M̄ is
the system in Σm,n,p realized by R̄, i.e., it is a system as a
GL(n)-orbit. We will be mindful, however, that dF (M, M̄ )
is calculated for a specific realization of M̄ ∈ Σm,n,p . A
subtle and important point is that since the search for M̄
g m,n,p /O(n), all the GL(n)-orbits in
over the entire of OΣ
Σm,n,p will be covered. Definition 15 (or specifically its right
hand side) is natural in the following sense: the alignment
distance is defined by aligning realizations on the manifold of
balanced minimal realizations (i.e., where the controllability
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and observability Gramians are full rank and equal), this
definition is based on extending the notion of alignment to the
space of balanced realizations, where the Gramians are equal
but can be rank-deficient. Moreover, this definition allows to
achieve a smaller reduction error, as it is a relaxed version of
model order reduction in ◦the exact extension of the alignment
g m,n,p .
distance subordinate to OΣ

Remark 16 (Analogy with rank-r Matrix Approximation):
At this stage, perhaps it is interesting to recall a formulation
of the best rank-r approximation of matrix X ∈ Rn×n via
the SVD that resembles our model order reduction problem:
>
minU,V ∈O(n),X̄ kU
 − X̄kF , where X̄ is diagonal, of
 X̄ XV
the form X̄ = 01 00 with X̄1  0 being r × r. Notice
that the simplest or canonical structure that can be achieved
via the transformation U > XV is the diagonal form with
positive entries (the SVD theorem). A more commonly used
formulation is minU,V ∈O(n),X̄ kX − U X̄V > kF , which thanks
to O(n)-invariance of k · kF is equivalent to the previous one.
Remark 17: Eising [24] has introduced the notion of a
“distance to uncontrollability,” which it is not a distance
between systems, rather it is designed to measure how far a
specific realization of a system is from uncontrollability. In
fact, since by state-space changes of basis, one can bring a
given realization as close to uncontrollability as desired, the
notion of “the distance of a system to uncontrollability” is
meaningless. There are, however, apparent similarities between
our formulation of model order reduction and “distance to
uncontrollability.” In fact, the Frobenius norm based distance
(6) between realizations appears in that context too, and is
often referred to as the Eising distance.
The set of balanced Kalman standard realizations of minimal r (i.e., the feasible set for R̄ in the minimization problem
(17)) is not a closed set; thus, although we conjecture otherwise, a-priori a feasible realization R̄ achieving the infimum
may not exist. However, this is not a severe problem for model
order applications, as we have the following proposition:
Proposition 18 (A-priori existence of solutions): (i) In the
min
g min,bl,k
case of (OΣ
m,n,p , Σm,n,p ) the problem in (17) always has
a solution in the following sense: there exists a balanced
Kalman standard realization R̄ of minimal order at most r on
g min,bl,k achieving the infimum;
the elevated boundary of OΣ
m,n,p
min,a,bl
g m,n,p
(ii) Likewise, in the case of (OΣ
, Σmin,a
m,n,p ) a realization
achieving the infimum always exists in the same sense except
that such a realization is either asymptotically stable or it is
only stable (i.e., it has pole(s) on the unit circle).
Proof: For (i), note that the set of balanced Kalman
standard realizations of minimal order not larger than r is the
closure of the set of balanced Kalman standard realizations of
minimal order r in Lem,n,p (see Definition 2 and Proposition
6). Also note that if R̄ = (Ā, B̄, C̄) is a feasible realization
for which one of kĀkF , kB̄kF , or kC̄kF is larger than
2(kAkF + kBkF + kCkF ), then d˜F (R, R̄) > d˜F (R, 0). This
means that the closure of the feasible set for the minimization
problem (17) can be considered as a bounded, hence a compact
set (O(n) is compact). Thus a solution achieving the infimum
exits in the sense stated. For (ii) the situation is similar in terms
of boundedness of the feasible set; but in this case the closure
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of the set of feasible realizations in Lem,n,p includes balanced
Kalman standard realizations with poles on and inside the unit
circle. The statement is a consequence of this fact.
Although ◦(17) is not expressed in terms of a distance
function in Σm,n,p (i.e., systems as GL(n)-orbits), a slightly
different form of “alignment distance” can be useful for that:
Definition◦ 19 (One-sided Alignment Distance): Let
M1 , M2 ∈ Σm,n,p . We call

min d˜F (Q ◦ R1 , P ◦ R2 ) M2 of minimal
←
order r<n,
d F (M1 , M2 ) = Q,P
min d˜F (Q ◦ R1 , R2 )
otherwise
Q

(18)
the one-sided alignment distance between M1 and M2 suborg m,n,p . In the above, R1 is a balanced
dinate to the closure OΣ
g m,n,p , R2 is a
Kalman standard realization of M1 in OΣ
g
balanced Kalman standard
 Ir 0 realization of M2 in OΣm,n,p ,
Q ∈ O(n), and P = 0 P22 ∈ GL(n).
←

Clearly, in d F (·, ·) the order of arguments matters. Note
that the right-hand side of (18), indeed, depends only M1 and
M2 , and not a specific choice of the realizations. However,
while R2 can be in the elevated closure, R1 must be in the
closure. Since the GL(n)-orbit of R2 ∈ Lem,n,p is closed (by
Lemma 13), as P or P −1 becomes unbounded, P ◦ R must
become unbounded; hence “min” is used
in (18). Although
◦
←
d F is not a distance on the entire of Σm,n,p we have:
◦

←

Proposition 20: The following hold on Σm,n,p : (i) d F
matches the alignment distance dF (7) on Σm,n,p ; (ii)
←
d F (M1 , M2 ) ≥ 0 with equality iff M1 = M2 ; (iii) If
M ∈ Σm,n,p is a third (minimal) system, then the triangle
←
←
←
inequality holds: d F (M1 , M2 ) ≤ d F (M1 , M )+ d F (M,
M2 );
◦
←
(iv) M 7→ d F (M, M0 ) is continuous for fixed M0 ∈ Σm,n,p .
Proof: (i) is obvious.
(ii) for minimal systems follows
◦
from (i), for M1 ∈ Σm,n,p of minimal order r < n, let R1 , R10
be two balanced Kalman realizations,
by Proposition 7, there

are Q ∈ O(n) and P = I0r P022 ∈ GL(n) such that d˜F (Q ◦
R1 , P ◦R10 ) = 0. Conversely, let inf Q,P d˜F (Q◦R1 , P ◦R2 ) = 0
for diagonalizable balanced Kalman standard realizations R1
and R2 . By Lemma 13, GL(n) ◦ R2 is closed hence, d˜F (Q0 ◦
R1,P 0 ◦ R2) = 0 for a Q ∈ O(n) and P 0 ∈ GL(n), i.e., R1 and
R2 realize the same system. (iii) follows from O(n)-invariance
of d˜F . (iv) follows from standard properties of quotient maps
and that the minimum of a function continuously depending
on a parameter is continuous.
Now, we can formulate a model order reduction problem as
←

infM̄ d F (M, M̄ ),

(19)
◦

where M̄ is a system of order r < n in Σm,n,p . Our original
problem (17) is a slight—but practical—relaxation of this
problem, because in (17) no diagonalizablity constraint is
imposed on the Ā22 -matrix of R̄. Since diagonalizable Ā22 matrices are dense in Rn−r×n−r , solving (17) is indeed more
natural, and does not affect the achievable minimum cost.
C. More on the Existence of Asymptotically Stable Solutions
Proposition 18 does not rule out the possibility that an
a.s. system may have a reduced order approximation that
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is only stable (i.e., may have poles on the unit circle). The
source of this is that the optimization involved is on an open
set. As far as issues such as robustness of stability under
feedback are concerned, the requirement that the reduced order
approximation of an a.s. must be a.s. is not essential. In
most input-output based model reduction formulations, if the
original system is a.s., the solution will be a.s.; the reason is
that the cost function involved (i.e., a norm of the difference of
system impulse response and the solution impulse response)
will blow up if the solution is not a.s. As seen next, in
certain special cases, we can improve Proposition 18. Further
improvements may be possible, but they seem challenging.
g min,a
Proposition 21: If R = (A, B, C) ∈ OΣ
m,n,p and A is
symmetric, then any solution R̄ to (17) is a.s.
min,a
g m,n,p
Proof: First we note that for any R ∈ OΣ
with A
symmetric the top (or bottom) sub-realization is balanced and
a.s. To see this let R11 = (A11 , B11 , C11 ) be the top subrealization of order r. Since A and A11 both are symmetric
their spectral radii is equal to their 2-norms. Thus we have
kA11 k2 ≤ kAk2 < 1. The same holds for A22 . Also note
that from blandness (see (2)) we must have BB > = C > C
>
>
and in particular B11 B11
= C11
C11 . This implies that R11 =
(A11 , B11 , C11 ) is balanced. To see the main result let Q ∈
O(n) and R̄ (with possibly poles on the unit circle) solve (17).
Then by applying the above results to Q◦R which is balanced
and a.s., we see that for R̄ we must have R̄11 = (Q ◦ R)11
and Ā22 = (Q> AQ)22 ; thus R̄ is a.s.
Another example is when the target system is of order r = 1
(for a proof see Appendix A):
g min,a,bl
Proposition 22: If r = 1 and R ∈ OΣ
m,n,p , then any
R̄ = (Ā, B̄, C̄) achieving the infimum in (17) is a.s.
V. M ORE ON THE M ETRIZATION OF THE K ALMAN
D ECOMPOSITION
In this section, we briefly study
the extension of the
◦
noncompact alignment distance to Σm,n,p (Theorem 23), and
the metrization of the (standard) Kalman decomposition for
model order reduction. Results in this section are primarily of
theoretical interest.
A. Extension of the Noncompact Alignment Distance
e m,n,p can be equipped with a GL(n)The manifold Σ
invariant Riemannian metric g̃R and the corresponding distance d˜ (see [3, Section VI. B] for examples). Notice again
that we mean distances consistent with the natural topology
induced from the Euclidean topology of Lem,n,p . We assume
that d˜ is an incomplete or a finite-escape-time distance, by
e m,n,p
which we mean that given any R̄ at the boundary of Σ
and {Ri }i a sequence of interior points converging to R̄—in
the ambient distance, i.e., d˜F (Ri , R̄) → 0, then for any interior
e m,n,p (which can be connected to the Ri ’s) the
point R ∈ Σ
˜
sequence {d(R, Ri )}i remains bounded. It can be seen that if
the associated Riemannian metric g̃R is such that g̃Ri remains
bounded (as a quadratic form) as Ri approaches R̄, then d˜ will
be incomplete. The Krishnaprasad-Martin distance d˜KM is an
example of such a distance (see [25] and [3, Section VI. B]).
e m,n,p is an open subset of the space of
Next, we note that Σ
e m,n,p to which d˜ can be extended by
s-balanced realizations Σ
the next standard procedure: Every non-minimal s-balanced
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realization R̄ can be considered as the limit of a sequence of
minimal realizations {Ri }i converging in the natural ambient
Euclidean distance d˜F . It is easy to see that by setting
(i)
¯˜
˜ (i) (i)
d(R
1 , R2 ) = limi d(R1 , R2 ), where {Rj }i (j = 1, 2) is
¯
˜
e m,n,p , (Σ
e m,n,p , d)
e m,n,p converging to Rj ∈ Σ
a sequence in Σ
¯˜
becomes a metric space with distance d being GL(n)-invariant
e m,n,p .
and matching the Euclidean topology of Σ
Now we turn to the extension of the noncompact alignment
¯
distance from Σm,n,p to Σm,n,p . Starting with, d˜ in order
¯
to have a group action induced positive-definite distance d,
e m,n,p .
one needs to have the orbits being a closed subset of Σ
Since otherwise, for two realizations R1 , R2 belonging to two
distinct GL(n)-orbits, the closure of the orbit GL(n) ◦ R1
¯
˜ ◦
intersects the orbit GL(n) ◦ R2 , and we get inf P ∈GL(n) d(P
¯
R1 , R2 ) = 0, i.e., d([R1 ], [R2 ]) = 0. Thus we need to ◦pass to
e
the subspace of diagonalizable s-balanced realizations Σ
m,n,p .
This leads to the extension of the noncompact alignment
dis◦
tance to the set of diagonalizable s-balanced systems Σm,n,p :
¯˜
¯ 1 , M2 ) = inf d(P
d(M
◦ R1 , R2 ),
(20)
◦

P ∈GL(n)

◦

e m,n,p is any realization of Mi ∈ Σm,n,p
where Ri ∈ Σ
(i = 1, 2). See [3, Theorem 3] for a proof that d¯ is a
distance. It also follows from [3, Theorem 3] that the extended
noncompact alignment distance induces the natural quotient
topology, hence we have:
Theorem
23: The◦ spaces of diagonalizable s-balanced sys◦
min
min,a
tems Σm,n,p and Σm,n,p
are metrizable (topological) subspaces of Lm,n,p .
The next ◦theorem generalizes the theory of the alignment
distance to Σm,n,p in terms of the induced topology (cf. [3,
Theorem 19]).
◦
◦
min
min,a
Theorem 24: The system spaces Σm,n,p
(resp. Σm,n,p
) and
◦

◦

min,a
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
g m,n,p
/O(n) (resp. OΣ
OΣ
/O(n)) are homeomorphic.
In particular, the extended alignment distance d¯F (defined
in
◦
min
Section IV-A) induces the natural quotient topology on Σm,n,p
◦

min,a
.
and Σm,n,p
Proof: Since both cases
are similar, we only prove the
◦
◦
min,bl,k
min
g
claim for Σm,n,p and OΣm,n,p /O(n). The fact the two
spaces are equal as sets follows from Proposition 12. We
need
to show that natural quotient topologies are the same.
◦
min,bl,k
g m,n,p /O(n) becomes a metric space using the extension
OΣ
◦

min
of alignment distance d¯F (associated with d˜F ) and Σm,n,p
also
¯ d˜F
is metrized using the non-compact alignment
distance
d.
◦
◦
min,bl,k
¯
g
e min , and
and d induce the same topology on OΣ
⊂Σ
m,n,p

◦

min
Σm,n,p

m,n,p
min,bl,k
g m,n,p /O(n)
OΣ
◦

the respective projection maps of
and
map open balls to open balls of the same radii (see proof
of [3, Theorem 3]). It follows that any open ball in one
topology contains an open ball in the other topology. Thus
the topologies match.
Finally, we turn to model order reduction and metrization
of the standard Kalman decomposition using the noncompact
alignment distance:
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Definition 25: Let M ∈ Σm,n,p and d¯ be the noncompact
alignment distance associated with the extension of GL(n)e m,n,p . Then we define the rth order model
invariant d˜ to Σ
reduction in the non-compact alignment distance as
¯
¯
˜ ◦ R, R̄)
M̄ ) =
inf
inf d(M,
d(P
(21)
P ∈GL(n),R̄

M̄

◦

where M̄ ∈ Σm,n,p is a diagonalizable s-balanced system of
minimal order r < n at the boundary of Σm,n,p and R̄ is a
balanced Kalman standard realization of M̄ on the boundary
g m,n,p of minimal order r.
of OΣ
In theory, R̄ can be any minimal order r realization and
does not need to be a balanced realization on the boundary of
g m,n,p . However, since d˜ is GL(n)-invariant we need to fix
OΣ
the allowable change of coordinates in R̄ to only orthogonal
changes, to avoid potential unbounded solutions. Further study
of problem (21) is left to a later work. We also mention that
¯
computationally building d˜ can be very challenging, let alone
solving problem (21).
B. Non-Distance Based Model Order Reduction
The basic idea of comparing a realization under change
of coordinates with another realization does not need a
GL(n)-invariant distance. For example, if◦ we consider d˜F
in (6), then for any systems M1 , M2 ∈ Σm,n,p with real◦

e m,n,p we can define a divergence as
izations R1 , R2 ∈ Σ
DF (M1 , R1 ) = minP ∈GL(n) d˜F (P ◦ R1 , R2 ). This definition
is not independent of the choice of R1 unless we restrict R1
g m,n,p (due to O(n)-invariance of
to balanced realizations OΣ
˜
dF ). We can show that DF (M1 , R2 ) ≥ 0 with equality only
if R1 is a realization of M1 (this follows from closedness of
orbits). Now, model order reduction can be defined as
inf
d˜F (P ◦ R, R̄),
(22)
P ∈GL(n),R̄

e m,n,p is a (minimal) realization of M ∈ Σm,n,p
where R ∈ Σ
and R̄ is a balanced Kalman standard realization of minimal
g m,n,p or its elevated boundary.
order r on the boundary of OΣ
Interestingly, rather similar formulations have appeared in the
context of grey-box system identification [26], [27]. Algorithmically, solving (22) is not much different from our problem
g m,n,p .
(17), when R̄ is on the elevated boundary of OΣ
VI. A N A LTERNATING M INIMIZATION A LGORITHM :
A LIGN , T RUNCATE , & P ROJECT (ATP)

In this section, we derive an efficient algorithm for solving the model order reduction problem (17) using alternating minimization between Q and R̄. The algorithm is
called Align, Truncate, Project (ATP). Let Q and R̄ =
h
i
min,bl,k


g m,n,p solve (17). If Q
( Ā11 0 , [ B̄11 0 ] , C̄11 ) ∈ OΣ
0

Ā22

0

is fixed in minR̄ d˜F (Q ◦ R, R̄), where R̄ is in the form
Proposition 6, then we must have Ā22 = (Q> AQ)22 . This is
an important decoupling that happens thanks to the use of the
elevated boundary in Definition 15 as opposed to the (actual)
boundary, and the reason for our choice of Definition 15. Now,
g min,bl,k , solves
the top sub-realization of R̄, R̄11 ∈ OΣ
m,r,p
min
d˜F ((Q ◦ R)11 , R̄11 ).
(23)
g min,bl,k
R̄11 ∈OΣ
m,r,p
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The above problem is projection (in the (Euclidean) d˜F
distance) of the truncated part or top sub-realization of Q ◦ R
g min,bl,k . The iterative
(namely, (Q ◦ R)11 ) onto the space OΣ
m,r,p
ATP algorithm now is:
1: function APT(M, r)
2:
choose a balanced realization
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
R ∈ OΣ
of M and an initial guess
min,bl,k
0
g
R̄ ∈ OΣm,n,p of minimal order r
3:
repeat
4:
solve minQ d˜2F (Q ◦ R, R̄i ) to find Qi
.
Alignment Step
ˆ i+1 = (Qi ◦ R)
5:
truncate Qi ◦ R to get R̄
11
11
i+1
i>
i
i+1
and Ā22 = (Q AQ )22 in R̄
. Truncation Step
i+1
ˆ i+1 onto OΣ
g min,bl,k
6:
project R̄
to get R̄11
m,r,p
11
i+1
in R̄
. Projection Step
7:
until convergence
8:
return R̄i+1
9: end function
Notice that in step 2, R can be a sorted d-balanced realization of M and R̄0 can be its rth order truncation. Such
a realization is of minimal r, generically; more specifically,
if λr > λr+1 the strong sub-realization of order r (i.e., the
truncated realization) is minimal of order r, but if λr = λr+1
it may be non-minimal [28]. However, even in this case it can
be made minimal by an orthogonal change basis.
The main computational challenge is the step of projection
(23). In discrete-time, sub-realizations of a balanced realization (even if d-balanced) are, in general, are not balanced. In
certain cases, however, no projection might be needed, e.g.,
if the A-matrix in the balanced realization R is symmetric
(recall Proposition 21). In practice, the first step of alignment
might give a good enough approximate solution (see Section
IX and Figure 2); or as an approximation one might simply
re-balance the truncated realization using p.d-balancing (see
Section II-C).
A. Projection via Riemannian Gradient Descent
min,bl,k
g m,r,p
g min,a,bl
The manifolds OΣ
and OΣ
m,r,p are submanifolds
2

of Lm,r,p (which is the same as Rr +rm+rp ). We equip these
manifolds with the natural Riemannian metric induced from
the ambient Euclidean space. Given a realization R̂ ∈ Lemin
m,n,p ,
g min,bl,k
a projection of R̂ on OΣ
is
defined
as
a
minimizer
of
m,r,p
min,bl,k
g
the function f : OΣ
→R
m,r,p

f (R; R̂) = d˜2F (R, R̂),

min,bl,k
g m,r,p
OΣ

(24)

i.e., a point on
which is closest to R̂ measured in
Euclidean distance (see (6)). A similar definition applies to
g min,a,bl
emin,a
OΣ
m,r,p with R̂ ∈ Lm,n,p . In the sequel, unless otherwise
g min,bl,k includes the case k = ∞,
stated we assume that OΣ
m,r,p
and thus we treat both cases almost similarly. Notice that,
in general, R̂ need not be minimal to define its projection
g min,bl,k
on OΣ
m,r,p ; however, we make this assumption since it
brings about certain important benefits, which will become
clear shortly. This is not a major limitation because minimal
realizations are generic (or dense) in Lem,r,p .
To describe the algorithm it is useful to introduce the operator vec(X) which stacks the columns of matrix X ∈ Rm×n
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fiber

•

R̂
fiber
(−)Euclidean gradient

′

•

R̂∗

Rk+1
g min,bl,k
OΣ
m,r,p

Rk+1
•
•

(−)Riemannian gradient
•
Rk

Fig. 1. Riemannian gradient descent for projection of R̂ onto the manifold
of balanced realizations.

sequentially (from the first column to the nth ) to yield a vector
of size nm. The inverse of this operator is denoted by vec−1 .
→
−
For aesthetics often we may write X instead of vec(X), i.e.,
→
−
X ≡ vec(X). For a realization R = (A, B, C) ∈ Lem,n,p ,

>
→
−
we define vec(R) ≡ R , vec(A)> , vec(B)> , vec(C)> ,
and vec(·) induces a natural isomorphism between Lem,r,p and
2
2
2
Rr +rm+rp . Define the function h : Rr +rm+rp → Rr as
→
−
−
→
−
→
h( R ) = W c,k − W o,k ,
(25)
where Wc,k Wo,k are respectively the controllability and
observability Gramians of R of order k ≥ r. Notice that
g min,bl,k
e min
OΣ
= vec−1 (h−1 (0n2 ×1 )) ∩ Σ
m,r,p and for k = ∞,
m,r,p
min,a,bl
−1
−1
g m,r,p = vec (h (0n2 ×1 )) ∩ Σ
e min,a
OΣ
m,r,p .
Minimization of f in (24) is an example where the cost
function is extremely simple but the constraint set is a come min,bl,k
plicated manifold. The Euclidean gradient of f at R ∈ Σ
m,r,p
→
−
→
−
1
min,bl,k
e
is noting but 2 ( R − R̂ ). We simply equip Σm,r,p with the
Riemannian metric induced from the ambient Euclidean space
2
Rr +rm+rp . This implies that the Riemannian gradient of f
e min,bl,k
is found by orthogonal projection of the
at R ∈ Σ
m,r,p
min,bl,k
e m,r,p
at R.
Euclidean gradient onto the tangent space of Σ
This orthogonal projection matrix ΠR can be derived explicitly
min,bl,k
e m,r,p
from (25), the defining equations of the manifold Σ
. The
related calculations can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 1 showsq
the main steps of the algorithm. We initialize
by setting R0 = ν(R̂)−1 ◦ R̂ as the p.d-balanced version of
e min
R̂, where ν : Σ
m,r,p → S(r) is the bundle reduction map
described in Section II-C. Notice that this transformation is
min,bl,k
g m,r,p
simply moving R̂ along its respective fiber into OΣ
. At
each step k, we move along the Riemannian descent direction
by step-size µ and then do p.d-balancing to get back to the
manifold; if the cost function is not reduced enough, then we
need to reduce the step-size, and repeat the p.d-balancing step.
One could check along the way for asymptotic stability (if
needed). The algorithm based on Armijo’s steps-size selection
rule is described as the following steps (see [29, Ch. 4] and
[30, pp. 29-31] for more on Armijo’s rule):
. R ∈ Σmin
1: function PROJECT ON BALANCED (R)
m,r,p
min,bl,k
g
2:
Choose R0 ∈ OΣ
and
α
∈
(0,
1).
m,r,p
3:
repeat
4:
set µ = 1 and find ΠRi the orthogonal
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projection onto the tangent space of
min,bl,k
g m,r,p
OΣ
at Ri
→
−
→
−
5:
set gradfi = 1/2ΠRi ( R i − R̂ )
→
−0
→
−
0
6:
set R i+1 = R i − µ gradfi and Ri+1
=
→
−
0
−1
vec ( R i+1 )
0
7:
if Ri+1 ∈
/ Σmin
m,r,p then set µ ← µ/2 go to 6
8:
find p.d-balancing transformation
√
min,bl,k
00
g m,r,p
S ∈ S(r) such that Ri+1 = S ◦ Ri0 ∈ OΣ
00
9:
if f (Ri+1
) > f (Ri ) − αµkgradfi k2 then set
00
µ ← µ/2 and go to 6 else set Ri+1 = Ri+1
10:
until convergence
11:
return Ri+1
12: end function
The parameter α (usually set in [10−5 , 10−1 ]) ensures
“enough reduction” in each update, and is needed to rule
out pedagogical examples of non-convergence. In practice,
we have observed convergence with only checking the strict
00
decrease condition i.e., verifying f (Ri+1 ) < f (Ri ) in step 9.
g min,a,bl
Note that for OΣ
m,r,p (i.e., k = ∞), in step 6, the condition
0
min,a
e
Ri+1 ∈
/ Σm,r,p needs to be ruled, and in step 9, the projection
g min,a,bl
matrix ΠRi associated with OΣ
m,r,p has to be used. Next,
we have this convergence result:
Proposition 26: Any accumulation point of the above algomin,bl,k
g min,bl,k
g m,r,p
is a critical point of f (24) on OΣ
rithm in OΣ
m,r,p
(including k = ∞).
Proof: The result follows from a general convergence
result, Theorem 4.3.1 in [29, p. 65]. To apply that theorem,
we need to show that the p.d-balancing transformation R 7→
p
ν(R)−1 ◦ R is a so-called retraction (see [29, p. 55] for the
definition). An explicit way exits to verify this (see [29, Propo2
sition 4.1.2, p. 57]): if we find an open subset of Rr +rm+rp ,
min,bl,k
g m,r,p × S(r) → E ∗ , such
E ∗ , and a diffeomorphism φ : OΣ
min,bl,k
g m,r,p
; then, φ−1
that φ(R, Ir ) = R for every R ∈ OΣ
1 , the
−1
first component of φ
is a retraction. For that, we simply
g min,bl,k and S ∈ S(r)
choose φ(R,p
S) = S ◦R for any R ∈ OΣ
m,r,p
−1
(φ1 (R) = ν(R)−1 ◦R). That φ is a diffeomorphism simply
e min
follows from smoothness of ◦ and ν. Notice that E ∗ = Σ
m,r,p
min,a
e
(or Σm,r,p when k = ∞).
min,bl,k
g m,r,p
Often in practice, R̂ is close enough to OΣ
so that
f has a unique global minimizer, to which the algorithm will
converge if started close enough.
VII. A- PRIORI B OUNDS AND COMPARISON WITH
D - BALANCED TRUNCATION
Although d-balanced truncation is not based on any optimality criterion, interestingly, there is a well-known a-priori bound
on the L∞ norm (in frequency domain) of the approximation
Pn
error for a.s. systems [5], [6]. The upper bound is 2 i=r+1 λi ,
i.e., twice the sum of the n − r residual (smallest) Hankel
singular values, which resembles a similar bound in the rankr matrix approximation problem. Here, we derive a simple and
essentially similar a-priori error bound for model reduction in
the alignment distance for a.s. systems:
Proposition 27: Let λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λr ≥ · · · ≥ λn > 0 be
the Hankel singular values of M ∈ Σmin,a
m,n,p . Let M̄ be a best
rth order a.s. approximation of M in the alignment distance
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solving problem (17), then we have
n
X
1
(26)
d2F (M, M̄ ) ≤ 2(
λi )(1 + )
λ
r
n
i=r+1
1 X
1 
(
+ (1 − kA22 k2 )−1
λi )2 (2 + ) ,
λr i=r+1
λr
where A22 is taken from the weak sub-realization R22 =
(A22 , B21 , C12 ) of order n − r of any sorted d-balanced
realization R of M .
Proof: The result follows simply from recognizing that
the alignment distance between M̄ and M is not larger than
dF (R, R̄), where R = (A, B, C) is a sorted d-balanced
realization of M and R̄ is any d-balanced realization of order
r on the boundary. Notice that R11 = (A11 , B11 , C11 ), the
strong sub-realization of order r in R, is not d-balanced or
even balanced. However, it follows from a result in [6], that
if R11 is modified as follows, then it will be d-balanced:
Ā11 = A11 + A12 (In−r − A22 )−1 A21
(27)
−1
B̄11 = B11 + A12 (In−r − A22 ) B21
C̄11 = Ch11 + C12i(In−r − A22 )−1 A21 .


By choosing R̄ = ( Ā011 A022 , [ B̄11 0 ] , C̄011 ), we have:
d2F (M, M̄ ) ≤ d2F (R, R̄) = kA12 k2F + kA21 k2F
(28)
+ kB21 k2F + kC12 k2F + kA12 (In−r − A22 )−1 A21 k2F +
kA12 (In−r − A22 )−1 B21 k2F + kC12 (In−r − A22 )−1 A21 k2F .



Now let Λ = Λ01 Λ02 be the d-balanced Gramian of M
(singular values put in decreasing order). Obviously (from
>
>
the Lyapunov equations (2)) B21 B21
 Λ2 , C12 C12

>
>
Λ2 , A21 Λ1 A21  Λ2 , and A12
Λ
A

Λ
.
From
the
1
12
2
Pn
2
first two we have kB21 k2F ≤
i=r+1 λi and kC12 kF ≤
>
kΛ2 kF . From the last two we have λr A21 A21 P
 Λ2 and
n
λr A12 A>
hence kA21 k2F ≤ λ1r i=r+1 λi
12  Λ2 , and
P
n
and kA12 k2F ≤ λ1r i=r+1 λi . Each of the last three
terms in (28) also can be bounded as: kA12 (In−r −
A22 )−1 A21 k2F ≤ kA12 k4F k(In−r − A22 )−1 k22 , kA12 (In−r −
A22 )−1 B21 k2F ≤ kA12 k2F kB21 k2F k(In−r − A22 )−1 k22 , and
kC12 (In−r − A22 )−1 A21 k2F ≤ kC12 k2F kA21 k2F k(In−r −
A22 )−1 k22 . The final result follows from these inequalities and
that k(In−r − A22 )−1 k2 ≤ (1 − kA22 k2 )−1 .
This bound can be very conservative—and most likely can
be improved—as it is simply based on the evaluation of the
cost function at a feasible point. The upper bound in (26) is
interpreted as follows: the first term is due to truncation and
the second term is due to projection of the truncated top submin,a,bl
e m,r,p
realization (onto Σ
), which may not be balanced. The
bound can be improved easily when r ≤ m, p:
Proposition 28: If r ≤ min{m, p}, then the second
Pn term in
the upper bound in (26) can be replaced by 2 λλr+1
i=r+1 λi .
r
Proof: The key point is that if A is d-balanced, we can
0
0
0
, C11
) from
build a d-balanced realization R11
= (A11 , B11
sub-realization R11 = (A11 , B11 , C11 ). To see this, note that
>
>
from (2) we have Λ1 = B11 B11
+ A11 Λ1 A>
11 + A12 Λ2 A12 ,
0
where Λ1 is diagonal. Then since r ≤ m we can find B11 such
0
0>
>
that B11
B11
= B11 B11
+ A12 Λ2 A>
12 . In particular, it is easy
0
0
to show that we can choose B11
such that kB11 − B11
k2F ≤
>
>
kA12 Λ2 A12 kF . To bound this, note that kA12 Λ2 A12 kF ≤
2
λr+1 kA12 A>
12 kF ≤ λr+1 kA12 kF , which can be bounded by
λr+1 Pn
i=r+1 λi (see the proof of Proposition 27). Similarly,
λr

12

0
C11
can be found and a bound can derived, which will be
added to this bound.

A. Connections with D-balanced Truncation
Next, recalling the discussion in Section I-A, we see how
model order reduction in the alignment distance can be
considered as an enhanced version of d-balanced truncation.
The above proofs suggest that in certain cases d-balanced
truncation can be considered as an approximate solution to
model reduction in the alignment distance. However, the
realization alignment built in problem (17) may render the
two significantly different, as seen next.
Example 29: Consider
d-balanced
realization R =

 0.9999the
−0.0010
0.1026 ], C =
,
B
=
[ 0.9997
(A, B, C): A = −0.0010
0.9487
88.7345
0
[ 0.1026 0.9997 ], where Wo = Wc = Λ = [ 0 9.9931
].
Since A is symmetric alignment distance reduction does
not need a projection step. If we use Moore’s truncation of the d-balanced realization as an approximation
we get the reduced order system with realization R̄T =
0
0.1026 ] , [ 0.1026 0 ]) ((R̄ )
([ 0.9999
T 11 being the min0
0.9487 ] , [
0
imal first order solution) and (alignment distance) error
of ddbl = 1.2783, whereas with the alignment distance
based reduction we get the first order system R̄ATP =
0
1.0050 ] , [ 1.0050 0 ]) and error d
([ 0.9490
ATP = 0.0059,
0
0.9996 ] , [
0
which is significantly lower than ddbl .
Here, although the Hankel singular value of the strong subrealization is much larger than that of the weak sub-realization
(88.7  9.99), the norms of B21 and C12 are much larger
than those of B11 and C11 (.99  .1). Thus overall the
truncated d-balanced realization is not a good solution to
the alignment problem and the realization alignment reduces
the error significantly. In analogy with the continuous-time
case (see proof of Proposition 3 and [8]), we call the norms
>
of rows of B21 and C12
balanced gains. Interestingly, as
a shortcoming of d-balanced truncation, it has been argued
that d-balanced truncation is blind to the balanced gains (in
continuous-time) and may result in poor L2 norm errors [8].
In our example, the `2 error norms are dbl,`2 = 3.1576 and
dATP,`2 = 0.5631, indicating that the alignment distance model
reduction gives better `2 error in this example. However, since
our original criterion is different from `2 this situation does
not hold in general. Recall that although a zero (or small)
alignment distance between two systems implies zero (or
small) distance between their impulse responses, the alignment
distance itself is not computed based on direct comparison of
the impulse responses. Finding an explicit relation between
input-output based distances and the alignment distance is,
indeed, a relevant and interesting question.
VIII. ROBUSTNESS OF I NTERNAL S TABILITY UNDER
F EEDBACK IN THE A LIGNMENT D ISTANCE
Robustness of stability under feedback is essentially a
question about the topology induced by a distance used to
compare a system and its perturbations [31]. Distances such as
the L2 , L∞ , and Hankel norm based distances are not suitable
in that regard [31], [32], since intuitively, these distances
are defined for a.s. systems, and the distance between any
unstable system and a.s. system in such distances is infinity.
Instead, distances such a the gap metric are most suitable in a
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topologically exact sense [33]. We also recall that model order
reduction in the gap metric is computationally challenging.
The alignment distance provides an immediate and natural
formulation of robustness of internal stability. The nature of
the result, however, is limited or different compared with the
gap metric and operator-theoretic methods, as here the universe
of perturbations is limited to systems up to order n.
Consider a (possibly unstable) s-balanced system M ∈
Σmin
m,n,p and the closed-loop system around it with output
feedback via a constant gain K ∈ Rm×p . The state-space
equations of the closed-loop system can be written as
xt = Axt−1 + B(ut − Kyt−1 )
(29)
yt = Cxt ,
where without loss of generality we assume that the realization
R = (A, B, C) is a realization in the reduced bundle of kg min,bl,k
balanced realizations OΣ
m,n,p (for some k ≥ n, see (5)).
◦

Theorem 30 (Robustness of Feedback Stability on Σm,n,p ):
Internal stability under constant gain output feedback is a
robust property
on the space of diagonalizable s-balanced
◦
systems Σm,n,p with respect to the exact extended alignment
◦
min,bl,k
g m,n,p
, i.e., if M ∈ Σm,n,p
distance d¯F subordinate to OΣ
is internally a.s. under◦ constant gain K, for small enough
 > 0, every M̄ ∈ Σm,n,p with d¯F (M, M̄ ) < , is also
internally stable under feedback gain K. The same holds for
←
the one-sided alignment distance d F (18).
◦

Proof: Let M ∈ Σm,n,p be a system for which the closedloop system (29) is a.s., i.e., ρ(A − BKC) < 1, ρ(X) being
the spectral radius of matrix X. Notice that this relation is
independent of any specific realization R of M . Thus, without
loss of generality, we can assume that the realization R in
min
g min,bl,k
(29) is in OΣ
m,n,p . Let M̄ ∈ Σm,n,p be another system with
◦

min,bl,k

g m,n,p . If d¯F (M, M̄ ) < , then there
a realization R̄ ∈ OΣ
exists Q ∈ O(n) such that kQ> AQ − ĀkF < , kQ> B −
B̄kF < , and kCQ − C̄kF < ; thus for small enough ,
Q> (A − BKC)Q and Ā − B̄K C̄ can be made close enough.
Then, it follows that, because of continuous dependence of
the eigenvalues of a matrix on its entries, for small enough
, ρ(Q> (Ā − B̄K C̄)Q) = ρ(Ā − B̄K C̄) < 1. A similar
argument applies to the one-sided alignment distance. Notice
that in this case, if M̄ is a non-minimal system of minimal
order r then kQ> AQ − P −1 ĀP kF <
kQ> B − P −1 B̄kF <
 I,
r
, and kCQ− C̄P kF <  with P = 0 P022 ∈ GL(n). So for
small , P −1 (Ā− B̄K C̄)P will be close to Q> (A−BKC)Q;
hence, ρ(Ā − B̄K C̄) < 1.
A more workable statement (with the same proof) in relation
with our model order reduction (17) is:
Proposition 31: Let M ∈ Σmin
m,n,p . Let M̄ be a solution to
(17) (in the sense of Proposition 18) with dF (M, M̄ ) < . If
M̄ is internally a.s. under feedback gain K, then for small
enough , M and any another system M 0 ∈ Σmin
m,n,p with
dF (M 0 , M̄ ) <  are internally a.s. under feedback gain K.
We should be cautious that in the above result M̄ is a
system of order n and minimal order r. Thus it has a balanced
Kalman canonical realization of the form (9), and internal
stability of the closed loop system requires that the non-
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minimal sub-realization namely (Ā22 , 0, 0) be internally a.s.
The implication is that if the non-minimal sub-realization
is unstable, then robustness cannot be guaranteed. We leave
quantitative and deeper results on robustness to future works.
IX. S IMULATIONS
In this section we apply the ATP algorithm to an unstable
MIMO system of order n = 5 and output-input dimension
(p, m) = (2, 2) to obtain a system of order r = 3. Consider a
system M with a d-balanced realization R = (A, B, C):

−0.9214
 0.0904
A=
 0.4050
0.2292
0.0390




−0.0176 0.4130 −0.1806 −0.0241
0.0661 2.2774
0.9624 0.8531 −0.2160 −0.0874
0.2831 1.8997 

−0.9475 0.6156 0.1830 −0.0708
, B=−0.1828 −0.3285,
0.1285 1.2140
−0.3691 −0.1726 0.5934 0.4062
0.2215 −0.1981
−0.1247 0.0399 0.5056 0.3770
h
i
C= −1.6695 1.6789 0.3094 0.7627 0.1260 .
−1.5226 0.9225 −0.5052 0.9628 −0.3751

The system has poles p1 , p2 = 0.8485 ± 0.8486i, p3 =
−0.9800, p4 = 0.9172, and p5 = −0.0072, where p1 and p2
are unstable with |p1 | = |p2 | = 1.2. The singular values of the
system are λ1 = 25.9078, λ2 = 21.7456, λ3 = 12.1154, λ4 =
2.7332, λ5 = 0.4586. We run the ATP algorithm with initial solution as the d-balanced truncated realization and the
gradient projection algorithm in Section VI-A in which the
g min,bl,k with
projection operator onto the tangent space of OΣ
m,r,p
k = n = 5 is used. In the implementation we use the algorithm
in [18] to compute the alignment distance (the alignment step).
Figure 2 shows the squared of the error d2F (M, M̄k ) in reduction in terms of iteration index k (each align-truncate-project
step is called one iteration). Here, the alignment distance is
g min,bl,k with k = n = 5.
subordinate to the reduced bundle OΣ
m,n,p
The first point in the graph is the alignment distance error in
simply using d-balanced truncation. In this case, the reduction
in the error beyond the initial d-balanced truncation is not
significant (although still tangible). The output of the ATP
algorithm i.e., the final reduced order (r = 3) (balanced)
realization is:
h −0.9509 0.1079 0.3762 i
h −0.0664 2.2651 i
Ā11 = −0.1892 0.6584 −0.6729 , B̄11 = −0.3070 −2.2463
0.3489 0.7297 0.5540

 −1.6816 −1.8453





−0.1599 −0.3762


0.2962
0.7742 −0.4958
C̄11 = −1.5258 −1.2563 −0.6109
, Ā22 = −0.5057
.
0.5366
The eigenvalues of Ā11 are p01 = −1.0349 p02 , p03 = 0.6481 ±
0.7166i (|p01 | = |p02 | = 0.9662) and the eigenvalues of Ā22
are p04 = 1.1700 and p05 = 0.1408. The final approximation
error or squared distance to minimality d2F (M, M̄ ) = 1.4048.
Notice that Ā22 has a unstable pole. Thus in this case,
robustness based on Theorem 30 is out of question. Also while
Ā11 has one unstable pole, its complex poles of are are stable.
From an engineering point of view (in certain circumstances)
this might be undesirable. To amplify the effect of unstable
poles, we could try to use a different value for k, the order
of the Gramians. For example, if we use k = 2n = 10,
then we get Ā11 with poles p001 , p002 = 0.7415 ± 0.7685i and
p003 = −0.9850, where |p1 | = |p2 | = 1.0679 and Ā22 with
poles p04 = 0.8772 and p05 = 0.2008. In this case, Ā22 is
a.s., thus there is possibility that based on Theorem 30 or
Proposition 31, by stabilizing M̄ , M also is stabilized. Notice
that by changing k, we need to use a different ATP algorithm,
min,bl,k
g m,r,p
as the manifold OΣ
and the projection operator ΠR
depends on k.
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The performance of the ATP algorithm in an example.

X. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we showed how the alignment distance can
be used to formulate the problem of model order reduction,
thereby we showed how “minimal realization theory” and be
quantitatively related to the problem of model order reduction.
This formulation can be interpreted as an enhanced version of
the popular d-balanced truncation method. As a byproduct, we
showed that the set of diagonalizable s-balanced systems of
fixed order is metrizable. We also developed an efficient algorithm for model order reduction, and established robustness
of feedback stability under the alignment distance. A better
understanding of model order reduction including better apriori bounds, properties of the solution, and improved algorithms are among future possible research directions. We only
studied discrete-time deterministic systems, other classes of
systems especially stochastic systems also need to be studied.
Additionally, the effectiveness of our methods in engineering
applications has to be examined.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF
22
i 
h OF P ROPOSITION

ā11 0
B̄
11
Proof: Let R̄ = ( 0 Ā22 , 0 , [ C̄11 0 ]) be a solution
which achieves the minimum in (17) (ā11 ∈ R, B̄11 ∈ R1×m
and C̄11 ∈ Rp×1 ). Note that R̄11 = (ā11 , B̄11 , C̄11 ) ∈
g min,a,bl
OΣ
m,1,p and we assume that ā11 = 1 or ā11 = −1 otherwise
R̄11 will be a.s. We show that another realization (ā, B̄11 , C̄11 )
with |a| < 1 achieves a lower cost in (17) than R̄11 . As a
first step we have the next simple lemma:
Lemma 32: Any realization R̄ = (ā, B̄, C̄) at the boundary
g min,a,bl
of OΣ
m,1,p in L̃m,1,p (i.e., any realization which is stable but
not a.s. and is a limit of a sequence of balanced a.s realizations)
is characterized by: ā = ±1 and B̄ B̄ > = C̄ > C̄.
Proof: Any such realization R̄ is the limit of a sequence
of a.s. balanced realizations Ri = (ai , Bi , Ci ) for which the
equality of controllability and observability Gramians implies
that B̄i B̄i> = C̄i> C̄i . This in turn implies both relations above.
Also conversely any realization with satisfying those relations
is a limit of a sequence of a.s. stable balanced realizations.
Now let Q ∈ O(n) be an orthogonal matrix that achieves
the minimum in (17). Since kAk2 ≤ 1 (see [28]) and A
is a.s., then by Lemma 33 (bellow) all the diagonal entries
of Q> AQ are strictly smaller than 1 in absolute value. In
particular, we have |(Q> AQ)11 | < 1. Thus if we replace R̄11
0
with the sub-realization R̄11
= ((Q> AQ)11 , B̄11 , C̄11 ) which
is an a.s. balanced realization, then it achieves a lower distance
in (17) than what R̄ achieves, which contradicts optimality
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>
>
of R̄. (Note that by Lemma 32, B̄11 B̄11
= C11
C11 which
0
guarantees that R̄11 is balanced). This completes the proof.
Lemma 33: If kAk2 ≤ 1 and |λmax (A)| < 1, then we have
|Aii | < 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof: Recall that |Aii | ≤ kAk2 ≤ 1. We show that
|Aii | = 1 leads to a contradiction. Let i = 1 for convenience.
Consider the first coordinate vector e1 . Since kAe1 k ≤ 1 and
|A11 | = 1 we have Aj1 = 0 for 1 < j ≤ n. Similarly since
kA> e1 k ≤ 1 we must have A1j = 0 for 1 < j ≤ n. Therefore,
all elements in the first row and column of A except for the
diagonal entry A11 are zero. Hence, A11 (with |A11 | = 1) is
an eigenvalue of A which is a contradiction.

A PPENDIX B
P ROJECTION O N TANGENT S PACES OF M ANIFOLDS OF
BALANCED R EALIZATIONS
The main object of interest in our calculations is the
h
derivative of h (see (25)) at every point R, denoted as d→
−,
dR
which is a matrix of dimension r2 × (r2 + rm + rp):
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
 dW c,k
dW o,k dW c,k
dW o,k 
dh
=
−
,
,
−
(30)
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
dR
dA
dA
dB
dC
Notice that due to symmetries in the Gramians Wc,k and Wo,k ,
independent constraints. Indeed, there
there are at most r(r+1)
2
r(r+1)
h
are exactly r(r+1)
constraints,
and the rank of d→
.
− is
2
2
dR
Thus the manifold of balanced realizations
 Dis 0of
 dimension
h
`
` = 12 r(r − 1) + rm + rp. Let d→
V > , where
− = U
0
0
dR
dh
D`  0, be the full SVD of →
− . Note that V is square and of
dR
2
dimension r + rm + rp. The last ` columns of V denoted by
g min,bl,k
the matrix VR form a basis for the tangent space of OΣ
m,r,p
g min,a,bl
or OΣ
at
R
(depending
on
the
value
of
k,
see
(25)).
We
m,r,p
denote the orthogonal projection operator as ΠR = VR VR> . For
dh
g min,a,bl
g min,bl,k
OΣ
− can be found from (32) below. For OΣ
m,r,p , d→
m,r,p ,
R
dh
→
− can be found from (33), (34), and (35) below.
dR

We establish some notations first. Let A, B ∈ Rr×r . Then
we have vec(B ⊗ A) = KL vec(B) and vec(A ⊗ B) =
KR vec(B), "
where
#
#
"
KL = Ir ⊗

Ir ⊗A(:,1)

..
.

and KR =

Ir ⊗A(:,r)

Ir ⊗ A(:,1)⊗Ir

..
.

Ir ⊗ A(:,r)⊗Ir

 . (31)

In the above A(:, i) is the ith column of A and ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product. By Hmn we denote the mn × mn commutation matrix, i.e., Hmn solves vec(X)> = Hmn vec(X)
for X ∈ Rm×n .
Using simple algebra and properties of vec(·) one can show
min,a,bl
g m,r,p
that for R = (A, B, C) ∈ OΣ
:
−
→
d Wc
−
→
dA
−→
dWo
−
→
dA
−
→
dWc
−
→
d−B
→
dWo
−
→
dC



= vec(BB > )> ⊗ Ir2 (Ir2− A> ⊗ A> )−1

⊗ (Ir2 − A ⊗ A)−1 KL + KR


= vec(C > C)> ⊗ Ir2 (Ir2 − 
A ⊗ A)−1 
⊗ (Ir2 − A> ⊗ A> )−1
= B ⊗ Ir + (Ir ⊗ B)Hrm
= (C > ⊗ Ir )Hpr + Ir ⊗ C > .
min,bl,k

g m,r,p
For the case of OΣ

(32a)

(32b)

KL + KR Hnn
(32c)
(32d)

(k < ∞) one can derive recursive
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equations to calculate

−
→
dW c,k
→
−
d A−
→

as follows:

−
→
Xk dW c,i
dW c,k
−
→ =
−
→
i=1
dA
dA
i−1
>
Wc,i = A BB (A> )i−1 = AWc,i−1 A>
−
→
−
→
dW c,i
dW c,i−1
−
→ = (AWc,i−1 ⊗ Ir ) + (A ⊗ A)
−
→
dA
dA
+ (Ir ⊗ AWc,i−1 )Hrr (i ≥ 2)
−
→
dW c,1
→
−
dA

where Wc,1 = BB > and
−
→
dW o,k
→
−
d A−
→

= 0 ∈ Rr

2

×r 2

(33b)
(33c)

. Similarly for

one can show that:

−→
Xk d−
dW o,k
Wo,i
=
−
→
−
→
i=1
dA
dA
> i−1 >
Wo,i = (A ) C CAi−1 = A> Wo,i−1 A
−
→
−
→
dW o,i
>
>
> dW o,i−1
−
→ = (A Wo,i−1 ⊗ Ir )Hrr + (A ⊗ A )
−
→
dA
dA
>
+ (Ir ⊗ A Wc,i−1 ) (i ≥ 2)

where Wo,1 = C > C and
−
→
dW c,k
→
−
dB

(33a)

and

−
→
dW o,k
→
−
d C−
→

−
→
dW o,1
→
−
dA

= 0 ∈ Rr

2

×r 2

(34a)
(34b)
(34c)

. Finally for

similar recursive equations are:

dW c,k
−
→
dB
−
→
dW c,1
−
→
dB
−
→
dW c,i
−
→
dB
−
→
dW o,k
−
→
dC
−
→
dW c,1
−
→
dC
−
→
dW o,i
−
→
dC

=

Xk
i=1

−
→
dW c,i
−
→
dB

= (B ⊗ Ir ) + (Ir ⊗ B)Hrm
−
→
dW c,i−1
−
→ (i ≥ 2)
dB
−
→
dW o,i
−
→
dC

= (A ⊗ A)
=

Xk
i=1

(35a)
(35b)
(35c)
(35d)

= (Ir ⊗ C > ) + (C > ⊗ Ir )Hpr

(35e)

−
→
dW o,i−1
= (A> ⊗ A> )
−
→ (i ≥ 2).
dC

(35f)
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